heat maps, such as those displayed in Fig. 4 , can suggest optimal targets. For example, node C is not only highly influential, highly susceptible, and has peers who are themselves influential and susceptible, but is also of above average degree in its region and has many peers who are susceptible rather than one highly susceptible peer driving the average susceptibility in its network. These characteristics in combination make C a good target.
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Our method uses randomized experiments to identify influential and susceptible individuals in large social networks; however, the work does have limitations. Although we avoid bias by randomizing message recipient selection and holding message content constant, recipient selection and message content may be important aspects of influence and should therefore be estimated in future experiments. Furthermore, it is still not clear whether influence and susceptibility are generalized characteristics of individuals or instead depend on which product, behavior, or idea is diffusing. Although our estimates should generalize to the diffusion of similar products, they are not conclusions about who is more or less influential in general. Our experimental methods for influence identification, however, are generalizable and can be used to measure influence and susceptibility in the diffusion of other products and behaviors in a variety of settings.
Previous research has taken an individualistic view of influence-that someone's importance to the diffusion of a behavior depends only on his or her individual attributes or personal network characteristics. In contrast, our results show that the joint distributions of influence, susceptibility, and the likelihood of spontaneous adoption in the local network around individuals together determine their importance to the propagation of behaviors. Future research should therefore examine how the codistribution of influence, susceptibility, and dyadic induction in networks affects the diffusion of behaviors, the development of social contagions, and the effects of policies intended to promote or contain behavior change. More generally, our results show the potential of methods based on large-scale in vivo randomized experiments to robustly estimate peer effects and identify influential and susceptible members of social networks. P. Perry, J. Simonoff, and M. Sternberg for invaluable discussions. Supported by a Microsoft research faculty fellowship (S.A.) and by NSF Career Award 0953832 (S.A.). The research was approved by the NYU institutional review board. There are legal obstacles to making the data available, but code is available upon request. The requests for data and randomization of message targets we used are standard ways in which applications request and use user data on Facebook. They are covered by the Facebook privacy policy and terms of service. Opt-in permissions were granted by the user to the application developer on a per-application basis when the user installed the application, via Facebook application authentication dialogs. In the dialogs we asked for all the categories of data we used in the study, and all of these requests were in line with the Facebook terms of service. Users saw these requests and opted in to them before installing the app. Most species' sex chromosomes are derived from ancient autosomes and show few signatures of their origins. We studied the sex chromosomes of Drosophila miranda, where a neo-Y chromosome originated only approximately 1 million years ago. Whole-genome and transcriptome analysis reveals massive degeneration of the neo-Y, that male-beneficial genes on the neo-Y are more likely to undergo accelerated protein evolution, and that neo-Y genes evolve biased expression toward male-specific tissues-the shrinking gene content of the neo-Y becomes masculinized. In contrast, although older X chromosomes show a paucity of genes expressed in male tissues, neo-X genes highly expressed in male-specific tissues undergo increased rates of protein evolution if haploid in males. Thus, the response to sex-specific selection can shift at different stages of X differentiation, resulting in masculinization or demasculinization of the X-chromosomal gene content.
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X
and Y chromosomes follow distinctive evolutionary trajectories after recombination becomes suppressed between ancestral homologous autosomes with a sexdetermining function (1) . The lack of recombination greatly impairs natural selection on the Y, which loses most of its original genes and often accumulates repetitive DNA (2) . However, Y chromosomes are not complete evolutionary dead ends; instead, their male-limited transmission favors the gain of male-related genes ("masculinization"). Low gene density yet enrichment of male-specific genes is shared among many independently evolved ancient Ys (3, 4), but few traces of their evolutionary origins remain, making processes involved in Y degeneration little understood. Conversely, the X still recombines in females, and selection can effectively purge deleterious alleles and incorporate beneficial mutations (2) . Unlike autosomes, the X is transmitted more often through females than males, favoring an underrepresentation of malebeneficial genes on the X ("demasculinization") (5, 6) . Further, almost all X-linked genes are haploid in males (hemizygous) and can fix re-cessive male-advantageous alleles more easily than can autosomes (7), potentially leading to masculinization. These aspects of X chromosome biology dictate unusual and sometimes opposing patterns of sequence and expression evolution (8) but are difficult to distinguish in ancestral systems. The genome of Drosophila fly species can be divided into a set of homologous chromosomal arms called "Muller elements" (9) . Chromosomal fusions between the ancient sex chromosomes (Muller-A element, referred here as "chrXL" and "chrY") with autosomes have repeatedly generated younger secondary sex chromosomes. Male Drosophila lack meiotic recombination (9); thus, Y-fused autosomes (neo-Ys) cannot recombine with their homologs (neo-Xs), which sets the stage for sex chromosome differentiation. D. miranda harbors two such successive fusions that created sex chromosomes of different ages (Fig. 1A) (10) . Muller-D became sexlinked before the divergence of D. miranda and D. pseudoobscura roughly 10 to 18 million years ago and resembles the ancestral sex chromosomes; the non-recombining Muller-D element is almost completely degenerated and now part of the heterochromatic Y (11), whereas its recombining counterpart ("chrXR") evolved an architecture typical of an X (5, 12). Another fusion specific to D. miranda involves Muller-C element (referred as "neo-X" and "neo-Y") and occurred only about 1 million years ago (13) . This very young sex-chromosome system is in the process of evolving from a pair of ordinary autosomes to a pair of heteromorphic sex chromosomes. Cytogenetic studies and investigations of individual genes or genomic regions have revealed that the D. miranda neo-Y is intermediately degenerate (10, (14) (15) (16) , rendering the neo-X partially hemizygous.
We conducted a whole-genome analysis of the neo-sex chromosomes, integrated with transcriptomes from multiple tissues using nextgeneration sequencing technology. We sequenced both sexes of an inbred D. miranda strain (MSH22), and assembled scaffolds were anchored onto the D. pseudoobscura genome (table S1) (17) . We annotated a total of 14,819 proteins for the D. miranda genome, using 16,133 D. pseudoobscura proteins as queries. We assessed the quality of our assemblies using bacterial artificial chromosome clone sequences and 454 data (table S3) and validated our chromosomal assignments by comparing male and female mapping coverage along each chromosome (Fig. 1B) . Coverage of male and female coincides well along the autosomes, whereas both chrXL and chrXR show only about half as many reads mapped in males as in females (Fig. 1B and table S4 ), indicating that their homologous ancient Ys are too degenerate to show any significant sequence similarity. In contrast, male coverage along the neo-X is about three quarters that of females, suggesting that parts of the neo-Y are highly diverged from the neo-X. Of the neo-X sequence, 71.8% can be aligned with the neo-Y, with 1.5% (T0.00093%) nucleotide divergence between aligned regions. Coding regions are under stronger selective constraint and exhibit a higher alignment rate (92.6%) and lower divergence between the neo-X and neo-Y (1.1% T 0.18%).
We compared protein-coding regions to gain insights into the process of gene loss of a Y. The neo-X and neo-Y are derived from a gene-rich autosome, with initially identical gene sets (10) : 2951 genes with intact open reading frames (ORFs) could be annotated on the neo-X, whereas only 1941 intact ORFs were identified on the neo-Y. The remaining 1010 genes that were ancestrally present on the neo-Y (34.2%) are probably nonfunctional: 848 ORFs are disrupted by premature terminal codons (PTC) and/or frame-shift mutations, and 162 genes are partially or completely deleted from the neo-Y ( Fig. 2A ) (17) . No spatial clustering of nonfunctional genes was detected on the neo-Y (Fig. 2B) .
Severely disabling mutations have also accumulated in regulatory regions on the neo-Y.
We compared allelic expression of 2165 neo-sex linked genes in males that were expressed from the neo-X: 883 genes (40.8%) show similar levels of expression from both chromosomes, whereas 947 (43.7%) are expressed at a significantly higher level from the neo-X, and 335 genes (15.5%) are neo-Y-biased (binomial test, P < 0.05), whereas 220 genes (10.2%) with a transcribed neo-X copy are completely silenced on the neo-Y. A large fraction of neo-Y genes is still transcribed, despite having disrupted ORFs: 83.0% of all neo-Y genes with nonsense mutations are transcribed, yet at a significantly lower level than that of genes with intact neo-Y ORFs (Wilcoxon test, P < 2.2 × 10 -16 ) (Fig. 2B) . This implies that down-regulated genes either tend to acquire nonsense mutations or that pseudogenes become transcriptionally silenced on the neo-Y but could also reflect up-regulation of the neo-X copy at nonfunctional neo-Y genes (dosage compensation) (12) . Gene loss is nonrandom with regard to gene function. Nonfunctional and down-regulated genes on the neo-Y are significantly enriched for 
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on June 3, 2016 http://science.sciencemag.org/ various gene ontology (GO) categories of primary metabolic processes (such as GO 0046165, 0016042, and 0006094), whereas genes involved in regulatory (GO 0050789 and 0048519) or developmental processes (GO 0032502) tend to maintain nonbiased expression and intact ORFs (one-tailed Fisher's exact test, P < 0.01) (tables S5 and S6). Thus, although natural selection is impaired on the neo-Y, it tends to maintain haploinsufficient genes (such as regulatory genes), whereas haplosufficient genes (such as metabolic enzymes) are more prone to degeneration (18) . Overall,~40% of the neo-Y genes have lost their functions within 1 million years.
Deleterious mutations with more subtle effects also accumulate on the neo-Y. We calculated pairwise rates of nonsynonymous (K a ) and synonymous changes (K s ), and their ratios (w), using D. pseudoobscura as an outgroup. Genes on the neo-Y evolve significantly faster than do their neo-X homologs or genes on other chromosomes at both synonymous and nonsynonymous sites (Wilcoxon test, P < 0.01) (table S7). Selection to maintain codon usage bias is reduced in D. miranda (19) ; thus, patterns of synonymous changes (K s ) should largely reflect mutational differences. Although neo-Y genes generally show lower codon bias (table S7), this difference is not statistically significant between the neo-X and neo-Y or between functional and nonfunctional neo-Y genes (Wilcoxon test, P > 0.05). Thus, the contribution of codon bias selection to elevated K s patterns appears limited and instead may reflect male-driven evolution (20) . Neo-Y genes with disrupted ORFs evolve significantly faster at the protein level than do those with intact ORFs (Wilcoxon test, P = 2.97 × 10 -12 ) (Fig. 2C) , and intact but silenced neo-Y genes evolve significantly faster than do those still expressed from the neo-Y (Wilcoxon test, P = 2.42 × 10 -4 ) (Fig. 2C) . This suggests that neo-Y genes with disrupted ORFs or silenced expression are subject to little selective constraint, and we classified all these genes as nonfunctional in subsequent analysis ( fig. S4) (17) . The distribution of w at neo-Y genes is shifted toward neutral evolution (w = 1), and the proportion of genes under strong selective constraints (w < 0.1) is greatly reduced as compared with neo-X genes (15.02 versus 38.78%) (Fig. 2D) . This pattern is consistent with an accumulation of mildly deleterious amino acid mutations at many neo-Y loci.
Decay in gene function is the primary but not only force driving early Y evolution. Y chromosomes are limited to males, and genes found on ancient Ys often have male-specific function (3, 4) . It is unclear whether male-related genes only accumulate on old, gene-poor Ys, where adaptive mutations experience little interference from segregating deleterious mutations, or whether masculinization accompanies early stages of Y evolution, and thus contributes to degeneration through hitchhiking effects (fixations of deleterious mutations linked to strongly beneficial alleles) (2). To explore whether adaptive evolution for male-function is operating on neo-Y genes, we performed maximum-likelihood analysis of the lineage-specific w ratio of all functional neo-sex genes (17) . We identified 312 transcribed genes evolving significantly faster on the neo-Y lineage (as compared with 66 genes evolving faster on the neo-X lineage; likelihood ratio test, P < 0.05) and evaluated whether this set of functional neo-Y genes shows characteristics of male-specific selection. Recently acquired male-limited inheritance releases sexually antagonistic male-beneficial/female-detrimental mutations from counter selection in females, and such genes may show increased rates of adaptive evolution on the neo-Y. We classified orthologous D. miranda genes according to a sexual antagonism scheme proposed for D. melanogaster (table S8) (21) and found a significant enrichment of male-beneficial/female-detrimental genes or genes correlated with male-specific fitness among the fast-evolving neo-Y genes (Fisher's exact test, P < 0.05) (Fig. 3A) . These gene categories are not enriched among nonfunctional genes, indicating that male-beneficial genes are under selective constraint on the neo-Y and that malespecific selection is driving adaptive protein evolution at some neo-Y genes. Genes related to male fitness are more likely to be functional on the neo-Y, whereas genes classified as femalebeneficial/male-detrimental are enriched for genes with disrupted ORFs or silenced expression (Fig. 3A) . This suggests that although selection operates to maintain male-beneficial genes, those harming males are actively removed from the neo-Y. Transcriptome analysis of male-specific organs (testis and accessory gland) versus male somatic carcass tissues (removing these organs) provides additional evidence for masculinization. In all tissues, the majority of genes show neo-Xbiased expression. However, testis and accessory glands harbor about twice as many genes with neo-Y-biased expression as compared with that of male somatic carcass (Fisher's exact test, P < 0.05) (Fig. 3B) , caused by up-regulation of the neo-Yalleles ( fig. S5) (17) . Also, functional neo-Y genes in D. miranda have evolved significantly increased expression-specificity in accessory glands (relative to male somatic carcass tissues) as compared with that of their orthologous D. pseudoobscura genes (figs. S6 and S7) (17) . Further, genes with significant neo-Y-biased expression are enriched for male reproductive GO terms, including "insemination," "copulation," and "reproductive process" (GO 0007320, 0007620, and 0022414) (table S11). Thus, although most neo-Y genes undergo degeneration, a subset acquires or improves male-related functions. The absence of sexual conflicts on a male-limited chromosome enables male-specific adaptation and may appreciably contribute to Y degeneration through the hitchhiking effect (22) .
Evolutionary forces on an evolving X chromosome can operate in opposite directions. Femalebiased transmission will favor female-specific genes and disfavor male-beneficial genes. Old X chromosomes in Drosophila contain a deficiency of genes expressed in male-specific tissue (5, 6) . In D. miranda, both chrXL and chrXR show a clear under-representation of testis and accessory gland genes (Fisher's exact test, P < 0.05) (Fig. 4A) , and ovary expression is higher for genes located on chrXL and chrXR (Wilcoxon test, P < 0.05) (Fig. 4B) (17) . Thus, an X chromosome becomes fully demasculinized and feminized within 10 to 18 million years in Drosophila (5) . No chromosome-wide changes in overall expression patterns in sex tissues are observed on the neo-X (Fig. 4,  A and B) , and its origin may be too recent for a large turnover of gene content to have taken place. Young X-linked genes in Drosophila tend to be male-biased (23) , possibly because of the fixation of recessive, male-beneficial mutations, and demasculinization appears to happen over longer evolutionary time periods. In D. miranda, approximately half of the neo-X genes have no functional neo-Y homologs (they are hemizygous) and might show different evolutionary dynamics than those with functional neo-Y copies (diploid neo-X genes). We find that hemizygous genes evolve significantly faster at their neo-X branch than do diploid ones (median w ratios of 0.1416 versus 0.0997, Wilcoxon test, P = 0.0005187) (Fig. 4C) . If male-beneficial S7 ). (C) The w ratio on the neo-X branch at hemizygous and diploid neo-X genes.
adaptation drives elevated protein evolution at hemizygous neo-X genes, this pattern should be more pronounced for genes expressed highly in a male-specific tissue. Indeed, hemizygous (but not diploid) neo-X genes show a significant positive correlation between their absolute expression levels in accessory gland and w ratios (F-statistic comparing diploid versus hemizygous neo-X genes, P < 0.05) (17) , and a similar trend is observed for expression levels in testis but not somatic genes ( fig. S11) (17) . Thus, masculinization occurs on hemizygous neo-X loci, whereas demasculinization and feminization dominate on chrXL and chrXR. Gene loss, gain, and movement appear as the dominant mechanisms for depleting male genes on the X (5), and differences in dominance and rates could contribute to the observed temporal dynamics of masculinization and feminization/demasculinization. Recessive male-beneficial amino acid substitutions might accumulate relatively quickly in hemizgyous neo-X genes, whereas gene content turnover removing male genes might proceed slowly over longer time periods. Also, demasculinization might result from cellular processes that only operate on older X chromosomes, such as dosage compensation or silencing of the X during spermatogenesis (24, 25) . Overall, a variety ofand sometimes opposing-evolutionary forces operate on evolving sex chromosomes because of common sexual conflicts.
